DO NOT READ THE RISALAH NUR, READ THE KORAN
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh,
Authu Billahi Minash-shaytanir Rajeem, Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem,
Madad Ya Rasulallah, Madad Ya As’habi Rasulallah, Madad Ya Mashayikhina,
Shaykh Abdullah Daghestani, Shaykh Nazim al-Haqqani. Dastur,
Abu Ayyub al-Ansari. Madad,
Tariqatunas sohba, wal khayru fil jam’iyya.
It has been a while since we came to this dargah, but thank Allah we are here now.
May the blessing1 of the holy one (Hazrat Abu Ayyub al-Ansari RA) be upon us Inshallah.
The holy sultan, the great sultan, and the spiritual sultan. With his himma2 and with his
baraka, however many dirty nations there were, nations that went off the path, Allah (JJ)
defeated them. Allah defeated them, but we see again Shaitan is not idle and bothers the
nation for nothing.
Shaykh Mawlana (QS) had said: last century, the 20th century, was the unbelief3
century. 1900s were years kufr was darkest. It started at the beginning of 1900s and
reaches till the 2000s, till now. However, the tables have now turned in the 21st century.
Now, kufr is down and Islam is up Allah willing.
There were many people ready to help Sultan Abdul Hamid Khan. Each of the
Ottoman sultans had the power of seven awliya. Whether they know it or not, they had
that power and Allah would have helped. Since Sultan Abdul Hamid got the signal, he
sacrificed himself. He made the sacrifice because the Ottomans were to disintegrate, a
great many states would emerge, kufr would reach its peak, and so not much Muslim
blood would spill. He sufferred, endured, and was patient. Allah gave him his reward in
the world, people appreciated his worth later, and his station in the hereafter is lofty.
Now this time around, Allah willing, the good is for us, the good is for Islam. And
evil is for the infidels, the heretics, and those who have gone astray.

َ ََوالَ ت َ ْر َكنُواْ ِإلَى الَّذِين
ار
َّ ظلَ ُمواْ فَت َ َم
ُ َّس ُك ُم الن
“Wala tarkanu ilallathena thalamu fatamassakum an-nar.” (Sura Hud:113) “And do
not incline toward those who do wrong, lest you be touched by the Fire.” Therefore, even
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though Shaitan is defeated these days, he makes various dissension4 for Muslims so there
would be no peace, and people would not find rest, be enemies to each other, or look at
each other with suspision.
A Muslim relies on Allah (JJ). Nothing would happen without the help of Allah.
Allah helps and it happens with Allah’s favor. Thank Allah this century is the time for
Muslims. It is End Times already. Our Holy Prophet (SAW) had also mentioned many
signs, and most are gradually appearing.
Let us seek help from Allah. Many people are victimised. This, you see, also
happens because of the works of these shaitans. Shaitans don all kinds of guises to try and
scare people. They don every kind of guise to drag the country into fitna and mischief.
Thinking they are doing good, they complain and victimise people. Innocent clean people
are being vitimised, and those complaining are the real shaitans.
Whoever is making these accusations and complaints, they need to be investigated
first. Because this is also a big weapon. This is a more dangerous weapon than tanks and
cannons. The wails of the oppressed reach Allah’s level without veil. They could not do it
themselves with tanks and cannons. By tyrannizing people this time they are trying to call
disaster by all means necessary.
We have no authority, we have nothing to do with anybody [of political power],
and our voice is not heard in high places. However, we are giving advice here for the sake
of Allah. We have not received, thank Allah, any contributions from anybody. May Allah
be content with the President and with the Prime Minister. Not a single penny’s worth or
anything else came from them to this tariqa of ours, the branch of Shaykh Nazim (QS).
Let us also openly mention this here because we hear things. We have nothing to do with
anybody for material gain. We are not working for that.
Thank Allah however many wrecked, rundown, and ramshackle dargahs there
were here, 20-30 years ago Shaykh Mawlana (QS) told us to buy them. We never kept any
of them. We thank Allah for this, for nobody can then say things like, “They were close to
the government and they gave it to them.” Allah granted it to us through our own means,
and we are managing with rent and the like thank Allah. This is why we are giving advice
here, so nobody would be harmed.

4. Fitna

Islam’s head is here. Only this country is left in the world standing against the kafir
with a raised head. There is no other place. Shaykh Mawlana (QS) would say, “The West,
may it be damned.” This is why all these [military coup attempt] things are happening. Let
them come. It is not important. Their tanks and artillery do not mean a thing and it
cannot harm us Allah willing. But as we said, they know this too. That is why they had an
opportunity to instigate the nation. They have a huge weapon in their hands. It is the
curse of the wronged [due to the purge].
We are very scared of this. Otherwise, our nation Mashallah stood in front of
tanks, went under tanks, and bullets were fired, but it did not take a step back. Thank
Allah we have it all and we do not have fear. However, as we said, the whole of our
nation is merciful and does not want the sigh of the oppressed.
We need to be very careful of this. As we said, we need to thoroughly investigate
the informers. We heard of many and saw unrelated people getting affected: the people of
that group [FETO] would not only not let them near themselves, they would not even let
them get a hundred meters within themselves. We saw many people who were informed
on and got victimised. Even so, these people are being patient and saying, “Inshallah the
truth will come out.” We need to speak these things. It is not right to say “this is not the
time”. Mistakes need to be spoken at the beginning so they are immediately fixed.
Justice is an important thing, and the most important thing is the saying, “Justice
delayed is justice denied.” If you provide justice after five or ten years, the person might
die or people might forget the person’s victimisation, and then it is of no use. Thank
Allah we are on the right path. We need to correct it immediately at the beginning in
order not to go astray. We need to trust in Allah and not fear anybody. As we said, we do
not need to live in fear thinking, “They will do it again. They will try again.” Allah willing
they cannot do it.

َّ َودَ ْع أَذَاهُ ْم َوت َ َو َّك ْل َعلَى
ِاّلل
“Wada’ athahum watawakkal alallah.” (Sura Ahzab:48) It says, “Trust in Allah.”
Do the orders of Allah. Be thankful of Allah. The whole matter to be happy about is
Allah’s favor reached us, His help reached us. If it was not for Him, who knows what
situation we would be in in these hours. Because infidels have no mercy. Muslims have
mercy.
The kafir would never have mercy on you. The kafir has mercy on himself. They
are selfish. The difference between the kafir and the Muslim is, even their psychologists
say, the West’s culture is selfishness and everybody has individualism. Islam is not so.

Islam thinks about its environment as well. We took many things from the West, but
thank Allah they could not completely give us that thing. Of course, they poisoned us
little by little, but it did not completely turn out as they wanted.
These are End Times. Shaykh Mawlana (QS) pointed it many times through signs
he took from our Holy Prophet (SAW) and referencing hadiths. Some listen to his old
sohbats. Things happening today are mentioned in many places in sohbats. Inshallah
Islam is victorious again from now on, and the arrival of Mahdi Alayhis Salam gets closer
Inshallah.
Now, Mahdi Alayhis Salam will not come out just like that. Surely the whole world
will be like this, as our Holy Prophet (SAW) referred to as “turmult5.” Meaning it will be
such a mess so that tyranny makes such a peak, so Mahdi Alayhis Salam comes and
spreads his justice, and Isa6 Alayhis Salam descends. Afterwards, following 40 years
Doomsday occurs.
It is close by Allah willing because this cannot last forever. This is a period.
Because Allah Azza wa Jalla created too many things and His creativity continues. At one
stage they asked, “How many?” An angel replied, “Which Adam?” “Are there other
Adams too?” they asked. This is apparently the 124th thousand Adam, our Adam Alayhis
Salam. Did the grandness and might of Allah Azza wa Jalla end with only us, creating this
many people then? Perish the thought.7

َس َماء بَنَ ْينَاهَا ِبأ َ ْي ٍد َو ِإنَّا لَ ُمو ِسعُون
َّ َوال
“Wassama’ banaynaha bi’aydin wa’inna lamusioon.” (Sura Thariya:47) “We built
the sky and we are expanding it, it still continues.” Therefore, our time is not forever.
When the time comes, Doomsday will occur and all of it will happen. Afterwards, the
Gathering8 (Last Judgment), we will be questioned, and heaven and hell are forever at that
time.
This world has a time, whatever it is, say 5,000 or 10,000 years. It does not pass
that time, definitely some things will happen, and then it is over. People say, “Untill
eternity. Forever,” and say some ignorant words sometimes. What do you say to them?
There is no need to say anything. “We are here for eternity.” Where? The most you will
live is a hundred years. It is good if you live that long.
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Therefore, this worls is paradise for the faithless and the place of trade for the
faithful. You will strive and work for the hereafter. Do not ruin your hereafter for the
world. This world is not even as much as a blink of an eye next to the hereafter, it is less.
There will be people who will stand for 100, 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 years in the
Gathering alone. So there are people who will stand as much as from the time of Adam
Alayhis Salam till now in the Gathering alone. You cannot object there. Allah placed you,
you will suffer that pain, and then you will either go to heaven or hell.
Therefore, to spill the blood of one person for worldly gain and to misguide one
person are not unaccountable. These are things that will be accounted for. If there are
people who did not come to their senses yet, let them pay attention and let them read the
Koran. Let them read the Koran, and they should read good interpretations of it. Let
them not read Sayyid Qutub nor the Risalah of Nur. Nobody understands it either.
You will read the Koran. They all read without understanding the Risalah Nur, and
there you see, they came out terrorists. They used to say, “This is better than the Koran.”
Hasha, nothing can be better than the Koran. Let those who will get mad get mad.
Shaykh Mawlana (QS) said it too. He said, “Bury the Risalah Nur!” You do not
understand it. Even those who read it first recited it in front of Shaykh Mawlana, and
Shaykh Mawlana says, “He told people the opposite of what he recited.” Read proper
books!
Does the one who fires a bullet at a Muslim and a woman be Muslim? For God’s
they are not even human. Where did they learn this? There, they learned it from
this thing. Where else can they learn it from? This is what you get when you do not read
Koran and when you do not read hadiths. Or they learned it from the never ever, the one
who spoiled the Koran, Sayyid Qutub and what not. They learned it from those Ikhwan.
sake9,

Let me also talk about them here. Both imam-khatibs and these others study them.
They are Salafi and reformist. These are things that corrupt religion. These are things that
did not exist during Ottoman times, things that came out after the Ottomans. Let us be
careful since all these troubles fall upon us because of them.
Let people go after true murshids9. Do not go after a person who praises himself,
who extolls himself. Shaykh Mawlana never ever said, “I am.” Even our Holy Prophet
(SAW) said, “I am a normal person.” Even when Allah (JJ) reveals to him, he says he does
not know. How can you get up and go after a man who says he is with Allah every
minute?! Tawba Astaghfirullah. May Allah give them a mind and understanding.

9. Ya Hoo

Our nation is very naive. Naivete is good, but read some Koran if you are naive.
See if this man is telling the truth or not. We are saying there are many people till now
who say, “No, it is not like that. It is like this.” What are you going to do now on? From
now on the sins go to you. You are harming yourself by yourself. Once you harm yourself
by yourself then you will suffer. It is not important suffering in the world, but it is worse
in the hereafter.
May Allah help us, may Allah make us successful. May Allah protect us from the
evils of Shaitan, from the evils of Shaitan’s soldiers, and from the evils of people who are
like Shaitan. May Allah not make us go astray. May Allah not put an end to this country.
May He not put an end to Mu’mins and Muslims.
May Allah not allow us to take the rights of anybody Inshallah. May there not be
injustice Inshallah. We are going through troublesome days. May Allah give His blessing
to the livelihood10 of people here. Allah is Razzaq, He gives everyone their livelihood.
May there not be distress Inshallah. May they eat and drink from the lawful11 with baraka.
May they be thankful to Allah and Inshallah be soldiers for Islam, soldiers for Mahdi
Alayhis Salam.
Lillahi Ta’alal Fatiha.
Hazrat Shaykh Muhammad Mehmet Adil
6 August 2016/3 Zulqida 1437
Prior to Zikr, Ayub Sultan Dargah
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